The two-thirds power law, postulating an inverse local relation between the velocity and cubed 10 root of curvature of planar trajectories, is a long established simplifying principle of human hand 11 movements. In perception, the motion of a dot along a planar elliptical path appears most 12 uniform for speed profiles closer to those predicted by the power law than to constant Euclidean 13 speed -a kinetic-visual illusion. Mathematically, complying with this law is equivalent to 14 moving at constant planar equi-affine speed, while unconstrained three-dimensional drawing 15 movements generally follow constant spatial equi-affine speed. 16
Introduction

30
The interaction between mechanisms of perception and action is pivotal in understanding the 31 workings of the brain. One facet of this interaction is the exquisite sensitivity of the visual 32 system to certain forms of biological motion (Johansson, 1973 (Johansson, , 1977 Viviani and Stucchi, 1992 ; 33 Blakemore and Decety, 2001) , which is often understood from the evolutionary point of view as 34 required for survival. One prominent invariant of biological motion, as it pertains to human 35 movement production, is the two-thirds power law: 36 Spatial constant equi-affine speed and motion perception 3 (1)
37
The name "two-thirds power law" stems from the originally used equivalent formulation of this 38 kinematic constraint in terms of angular speed, A, where: / (Lacquaniti et al., 1983) . 39
In Equation (1), the hand's movement speed is: 40 (1) the exponent is roughly 1/3; and the velocity (or speed) gain factor is roughly constant 46 for simple elliptical trajectories. For more complex shapes the velocity gain factor is piecewise 47 constant and the exponent may deviate from 1/3 (Viviani and Cenzato, 1985; Viviani, 48 1986 ). This power law is a long-established model of trajectory formation in the plane, allowing 49 the derivation of local trajectory kinematics from local path geometry 2 (up to the constant 50 coefficient ). 51
The two-thirds power law and constant equi-affine speed 52 The power law in Equation (1) describes various types of movement invoking different effectors 53 and utilizing various muscle groups across the body. It is applicable to drawing movements and 54 to hand movements under isometric force conditions (Massey et al., 1992) . Further, smooth 55 pursuit eye movements (deSperati and and tongue movements during speech 56
Spatial constant equi-affine speed and motion perception 6 movement timing based on geometrical invariance and that movement duration and kinematics 110 arise from cooperation among Euclidian, equi-affine and full affine geometries. In the present 111 study, however, we focus on motion perception in 3D based on the extension of a model based 112 on the constancy of equi-affine speed. 113
Constant equi-affine speed in three dimensions 114 We have recently shown that constant equi-affine speed generalizes to three dimensions and that 115 3D movement at constant equi-affine speed entails a power law different from the two-thirds 116 power law. Moreover, general self-paced unconstrained scribbling and shape-tracing hand 117 movements in 3D both seem to be produced at roughly constant spatial (3D) equi-affine speed 118 Following a rationale similar to that used to prove the equivalence of the two-thirds power law to 120 moving at planar constant equi-affine speed, we derived the formula for motion at constant 121 spatial equi-affine speed (see Pollick et al., 2008) . Geometrically, spatial equi-affine 122 transformations preserve the volume (rather than the area) enclosed by a 3D shape. Hence we 123 define spatial equi-affine speed at any point on a curve in terms of the volume of the 124 parallelepiped defined by the first, second and third derivatives of the position vectors at that 125 point. More formally, we define: 126
where , , and "| , , |" denotes the scalar triple-product of any vectors 127 , ,
; | , , | · . Here the "·" operator denotes the dot-product between two 128 vectors and " " denotes the cross-product. 129 We now need to introduce torsion, which intuitively is the local deviation from planarity 4 : 130 4 Torsion, like curvature, is a purely geometrical property of the path, irrespective of the speed profile over the path.
135 which we name the curvature-torsion power law. Here is roughly 1/3 and is 136 approximately 1/6. This law suggests that spatial movement speed ( ) is inversely related to 137 curvature ( ) and, to a lesser extent, to torsion ( ). 138
From movement production to movement perception
139
The two-thirds power law seems to generalize from motion production to motion perception in 140 humans. For example, Stucchi (1989, 1992) have demonstrated a visual illusion 141 carrying the imprint of this power law. Subjects viewed a moving spot on a computer screen, 142 which repetitively traced out elliptical paths of different eccentricities or continuous random 143 scribbling-like paths. The movements followed the functional relationship between speed and 144 curvature described by Equation (1). The subjects could control the exponent of that functional 145 relationship, thus altering the velocity profile, and were instructed to select the velocity profile 146 for which they perceived the movement as most uniform. For 0, the tangential speed was 147 independent of the curvature and was thus constant throughout the path. If the subjects had 148 judged motion uniformity according to this parameter, they should have selected motion 149 conforming to 0. Conversely, the value 1/3 denoted motion exactly according to the 150 two-thirds power law. Viviani and Stucchi's results (1992) suggested that the movements 151
Spatial constant equi-affine speed and motion perception 8 perceived by all subjects as having uniform speed were actually closer to obeying the two-thirds 152 power law ( 1/3) than to having a constant Euclidian speed ( 0). 153
They found that the selected by the subjects became increasingly closer to 1/3 as the 154 eccentricity of their ellipses increased; the selected 's ranged from 0.17 for elliptical motion 155 with eccentricity 0.52 to 0.22 for an eccentricity of 0.96, the mean value being 0.18. The 156 's chosen by the subjects for the scribbling trajectories were even closer to 1/3 than for the 157 ellipses, with an overall average value of 0.35. Note that, under the conditions selected, the 158
Euclidean tangential speed of the elliptical motion selected as being most uniform varied by up 159 to 200% (Viviani and Stucchi, 1992) . subjects' decisions. Fixation also appeared to play a role in more eccentric ellipses. Ellipse 164 perimeter had little effect on the subjects' decisions (even though perimeter changes should have 165 had the same effect on the average speed as changes in the tracing duration). Angular speed and 166 equi-affine speed were examined using simulations to determine whether subjects based their 167 decision of movement uniformity on speed variables other than tangential speed. The results 168 demonstrated the clear sensitivity of the motion perception system to variations in speed along an 169 elliptical trajectory in a manner dependent on the path's curvature. Furthermore, the movement 170 appeared to be judged as more uniform when there were minimal differences in angular, 171 tangential and perhaps also in equi-affine speeds along the trajectory. 172
The power law is also involved in perceptual anticipation of human movement. Kandel et al. 173 (2000) used a moving dot to reproduce the generation of a handwritten letter, the middle letter 174 excerpted from a cursively written trigram. Subjects were asked to predict which of two possible 175 letters would come next, a task they accomplished well. Prediction accuracy dropped markedly 176 when the kinematics of the letter trajectories were manipulated by changing the -value of the 177 two-thirds power law (leaving the path unchanged). Flach et al. (2004) extended these results to 178 general curvilinear motions. When visual motion vanishes abruptly, the localization is misjudged 179 to be in the anticipated direction of motion (e.g., Freyd and Finke, 1984 , the representational 180 Spatial constant equi-affine speed and motion perception 9 momentum theory). Flach et al. (2004) demonstrated that this anticipation error is specifically 181 influenced by the power law. 182
Finally, it has been suggested that non-Euclidean affine geometry plays an important role in 183 human vision. A key transformation in vision is projection. Allowing the physical space to 184 deform in a manner equivalent to a projection of one plane on another (with uniform scaling in 185 an arbitrary direction) results in affine geometry (Smeets et al., 2009 (Domini and Caudek, 2013) . Affine geometry has also been mathematically 193 analyzed and applied in computer and human vision (Lamdan et al., 1988; Faugeras, 1993 Faugeras, , 1995 194 Equi-affine geometry has a more restricted application in vision than general affine geometry. 204
Yet, if constant equi-affine speed is one of the factors determining when planar motion appears 205 uniform, perhaps motion at constant spatial equi-affine speed (i.e., according to the curvature-206 torsion power law) is a deciding factor in judging whether spatial motion appears to be more 207 uniform. It has also been argued that affine properties of a shape are invariant to the relative 208 orientation of the eye and the plane of hand movements, for example when drawing (Pollick and 209 Sapiro, 1997). Thus, an affine perceptual encoding might simplify the process of drawing thesame shape, despite large changes in the relative orientation of the eyes and the hand on the 211 drawing plane. Furthermore, similarity between motion production and perception with respect 212 to the dependence of speed on trajectory curvature could be of importance in many different 213 behaviors and tasks requiring visuo-to-motor mapping -especially when the motion is far away 214 from the eye. Some examples are imitation, motor learning from observation, action recognition, 215 social interaction, and so on. 216
In summary, the ubiquity of the two-thirds power law in planar motion production has been 217 abundantly demonstrated. Furthermore, planar motion according to this power law is perceived 218 as most uniform Stucchi 1989, 1992) 
Materials and Methods
233
Participants
234
Seven subjects participated in experiment 1, with another seven taking part in experiment 2. 235
Subjects' ages ranged from 27 to 39 years. All but A.B. and R.F. were right handed. We found 236 no systematic effect of handedness on the results. The Ethical Committee of the Weizmann 237
Institute of Science approved both experiments. All subjects gave their informed consent prior to 238 their participation in the study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 239
Apparatus
240
The experiments were run in a quiet, dimly lit room. In Experiment 1, an Apple Macintosh Quad 241 G5 computer presented the stimuli and recorded the subjects' responses. The computer was 242 connected to a high-end Christie Digital Mirage 4000 DLP stereoscopic projector, which back-243 projected the image at 4000 lumens in a polarized manner onto a 2690 × 2150 mm screen. Frame 244 rate was 96 Hz (48 Hz for each eye) and screen resolution was set to 1280 × 1024 pixels in 32 bit 245 color. The 3D virtual environment was created and maintained in realtime with the OpenGL 246 Utility Toolkit (GLUT) over GNU C++. We rendered the scene with perspective projection, and 247 used a single white-light source infinitely high above the center of the floor (20% ambient, 100% 248 diffuse and specular, %0 emission), making the red ball drop its shadow directly vertically ( Fig.  249 1A-E). The ball was maximally specular and highly shiny to clearly reflect the light. The blue 250 floor was neither specular nor shiny. The camera was set at a viewing angle 20 degrees above the 251 plane that the HPE traversed (Fig. 1B) . This graphical environment enabled us to accurately and 252 rapidly create convincingly realistic 3D scenes ( Figure 1A -E). We made every effort to keep the 253 scene realistic in terms of lighting, shadows, stereoscopic projection, the correct point of view 254 for the subjects, etc. The subjects, wearing polarized glasses, were seated on a chair optimally 255 placed in the room for viewing the stereo image (about 6250 mm from the screen, with their eyes 256 opposite the center of the screen). Subjects chose their most comfortable sitting position. They 257 responded via the computer keyboard. 258
The second experiment was run on an LG Flatron L1950H LCD computer screen connected to a 259 Lenovo Thinkpad T61p computer. Screen dimensions were 378 × 302 mm and resolution was set 260 to 800 × 600 pixels for fast and clear rendering. A small white spot was rendered over a dark 261 gray background without any shadow or lighting effects ( Figure 1F ). The distance of the 262 subjects' eyes from the screen was carefully controlled using a chin rest and head brace. Each 263 subject ran the experiment three times with their eyes at a distance of 410, 878 and 1,580 mm 264 from the center of the screen. The screen was set exactly perpendicular to each subject's line of 265 sight (up to the accuracy of a professional spirit level).
Task
267
In both experiments, once subjects were seated, they were given a sheet of instructions to read. 268
Those instructed them to choose the form of motion resulting in the least absolute variation of 269 perceived speed along the trajectory -i.e., the most uniform speed. They were informed that 270 there was always a unique correct solution and that they controlled the form of motion using the 271 left and right arrow keys of the keyboard in front of them. When they reached the motion that 272 appeared most uniform to them, they were to press the <Space> bar. After reading the 273 instructions they could approach the experimenter for further clarification if needed. 274
Experimental trials and stimuli
275
In Experiment 1, the subjects were presented with five types of paths, which were smoothly and 276 continuously traversed by a small red ball until the subject intervened. The paths are depicted in 277 . See 282 Table S5 for the mathematical formulas of the different figural forms. 283
The subjects were given trial runs of the experiment on the FPE path until they were convinced 284 that they understood the task and knew how to operate the keyboard. This usually took no more 285 than half a minute. Only when the subjects indicated that they fully understood the operation of 286 the keyboard and the progression of the experimentation did the experiment begin. The FPE 287 paths were presented first, then the HPE paths, followed by BE, SH and FE. 288
The first two paths (FPE and HPE) were planar and thus had zero torsion throughout. Hence they 289 were run with only the power law of Equation (1). The FPE path was one of the paths used by at 45 degrees). It was included here mainly to test whether our 3D virtual reality experimental 292 13 setup produced the same results as those obtained on a planar computer screen. The HPE was 293 included to test the effect of the spatial orientation of the elliptical path. 294
The remaining paths contained some torsion and were presented to the subjects in different trials 295 with either the coupled curvature-torsion power law: 296
297
or with the torsion-only power law: 298
299
The first power law formed an experimental condition where the subjects had to seek the most 300 uniform speed when controlling | | (rather than alone). The second power law fixed the 301 curvature exponent and gave the subjects control only over the torsion exponent. 302
Each path was run once with six different initial values: 1/2, 1/3, 1/6, 0 and 1/6. These 303 initial values are termed . A random order of presentation of the initial values and power 304 laws for each path was created using a pseudo-random generator and the constraint that 305
consecutive initial values could not appear consecutively for the same path. The planar-306 elliptical paths thus appeared six times each and the other paths appeared twelve times each 307 (6 's 2 power laws). A complete experiment for each subject therefore consisted of 48 trials. 308
In Experiment 2, subjects were presented with a small white spot that traversed only one shape -309 the FPE used in Experiment 1 without any lighting effects and without casting a shadow (Figure  310 1A). The subjects were given trial runs and the experiment commenced similarly to Experiment 311 1. As the path was planar, it was run with only the power law of Equation (1) distance, 1,580 mm, was found in a pilot experiment to be the farthest that subjects could sit 321 from the screen and still perform well. The experiment was run using 6 different 's at 3 322 different distances from the screen, resulting in 18 trials per subject. 323
Within-trial experimental procedure 324 In each trial the red ball (in Experiment 1) or white spot (in Experiment 2) traversed a single 325 path. All paths were defined by 1000 quintuplets of , , , , that were accurately 326 analytically pre-computed in Matlab (Mathwork Inc.) and saved to a file. This file was read into 327 the realtime management program before the experiment began. , and were the spatial 328 coordinates of the points on the path, was the curvature, and the torsion at each point. 329
The ball/spot was always initially placed as in Fig. 1A -E for Experiment 1 and as in Fig. 1F for  330 Experiment 2. The initial curvature and torsion were used to compute the initial speed, , from 331 Equation (1), (8) or (9), depending on the path and power law used in that trial. Every time the 332 scene was refreshed (about 150 times per second, i.e., faster than the screen refresh rate) the 333 computer clock was queried, and the duration from the previous screen-refresh, ∆ , was 334 computed. This ∆ , together with the speed at the previous scene-refresh, ∆ , enabled us to 335 compute the distance traveled on the path and thus the new position on the path. The new 336 curvature and torsion were now computed by linear interpolation from the neighboring 337 quintuplets. And from them the new speed was computed, based on the appropriate power law, 338 and so on. 339
This continuous repetitive progression on the path continued uninterrupted until the subject 340 pressed the left or right arrow key, which decreased or increased the values, respectively. 341
Alternatively, the subject could press the <Space> bar, which signaled that the subject had 342 decided that the motion with the current value was the most uniform one and was ready to 343 move on to the next trial. We designate this final value as . After pressing the <Space> bar 344 the program paused for half a second between different trials of the same path and 2.5 seconds 345 when a new path was loaded. Motion following a press of the left or right arrow key -during achange of values in the same trial -was smooth and without a pause . Possible values were:  347   ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , , 0, , , and . For a value of pressing the left-arrow 348 key had no effect; consequent pressing the right-arrow key immediately moved the to . The 349 same, in the opposite direction, was true for . However, the subjects were not notified when 350 reaching the extreme values, and thus could not know where on the -scale they currently 351
were (nor were they informed how many steps the -scale included). The values in the power 352 laws were updated every time the value was changed to keep the average speed at 500 mm/sec. , which was performed using a one-tailed t-test at the 0.05 significance level. 375
376
Results
377
Experiment 1
378
Here we tested which exponents would result in speed profiles that appeared most uniform to the 379 subjects, for the power-law in Equation (1) on FPE and HPE and for the power-laws in 380
Equations (8) and (9) on BE, SH and FE (Fig 1A-E) . 381
The initial exponent value of each trial, , had little or no effect on , the final exponent 382 chosen by the subjects that resulted in the speed profile perceived as the most uniform. and HPE is given in Figure 2A and B, respectively. The mean ± standard deviation (STD) of 394 those distributions are 0.32 0.08 and 0.31 0.12, respectively (see Table S angle between their experimental condition and ours. We therefore simplified the stimulus in our 423 experiment to a small, white spot moving on a regular computer screen with no lighting,shadowing or stereoscopic effects ( Figure 1F , similarly to that used in previous studies), and 425 tested the effect of viewing distance on the distributions. 426 respectively (see Table S 
Discussion
436
In Experiment 1 a ball -which was projected on a screen using a stereoscopic projector, with 437 perspective, lighting and shadowing effects -smoothly traversed one of several paths in 3D 438 space. In Experiment 2 a small, white spot smoothly traversed a simple, planar elliptic path on a 439 computer screen, and subjects viewed it from 3 different distances from the screen. In both 440 experiments the subjects controlled the power-law relation between the moving spot's 441 instantaneous speed the local geometry of the path, and were instructed to find the value that 442 resulted in the most uniform speed along the path -the exponent . 443
The kinetic-visual illusion of uniform speed in three dimensions negative and closer to -⅓ than those in the earlier studies (see below), suggesting a stronger 448 effect of the curvature on the speed profile that was perceived as most uniform. The values of 449 the coupled curvature-torsion power law (Eq. 8) were significantly negative for all 3D shapes(BE, SH and FE). As 0 is compatible with constant Euclidean speed, the significantly 451 negative values (Fig. 3) suggest that such constant tangential Euclidean speed did not appear 452 most uniform to our subjects. Rather, for all shapes they selected as most uniform a motion that 453 was locally dependent on geometry (i.e., on | |, where and are the path curvature and 454 torsion, respectively). 455
The difference between planar and spatial motion at constant equi-affine speed is the dependence 456 of the spatial speed on torsion in addition to curvature in the latter (compare Eq. 1 with Eq. 7). 457
We examined torsion specifically using the torsion-only power law (Eq. 9), where the curvature 458 exponent was fixed and the subjects controlled only the torsion exponent. There we would 459 expect the chosen exponent, , to distribute rather uniformly on all possible values if torsion 460 played no part in determining the most uniform-looking motion under our experimental 461 conditions, and we would expect 0 if torsion only disrupted the illusion of uniform speed. 462
However, the distributions were not uniform and were also significantly negative for all 463 shapes (Fig 4) . But constant equi-affine speed appears not to explain all the variability in the speed profiles 471 selected as most uniform. The local-geometric factor, | |, had a significantly greater impact 472 on shapes SH and FE than on BE; and torsion alone had a significantly greater influence on FE 473 than on BE and SH. These differences indicate that the global geometry of the path might play a 474 role together with the very local geometry to determine the most apparently uniform speed 475 profile over that path. We found a similar effect for 3D motion production, where the curvature-476 torsion power-law explained much -but not all -of the variance in the speed profile. There too 477 the global geometry of the path played a role in determining the local relation between speed and 478 geometry for each shape ).
Planar elliptical paths and the kinetic-visual illusion
480
The kinetic-visual illusion was discovered for planar, elliptical motion paths (Viviani and 481 Stucchi, 1992 ). In the original study and in a later and more extensive one (Levit-Binnun et al., 482 2006), the power law-exponents chosen as most uniform were significantly influenced by the 483 eccentricity of the elliptical paths; the higher the eccentricity (i.e., the more elongated the 484 ellipse,) the more negative the 's. In both of those studies the mean values ranged from 485 roughly -0.15 to -0.25. The 's of elliptical paths with an eccentricity similar to our FPE and 486 HPE and traced at a comparable average speed and without eye fixation were significantly 487 negative, averaging around 0.17. In contrast, the mean values for FPE and HPE in 488 Experiment 1 were -0.32 and -0.31, respectively, and hence while significantly negative were 489 not significantly different from 1/3, nor significantly different one from the other. 490
These results are interesting for three reasons. First, it suggests that something in our 491 experimental conditions resulted in a stronger kinetic-visual illusion than that obtained using the 492 simpler, planar visual displays of earlier studies. Second, our subjects favored statistically 493 indistinguishable speed profiles as most uniform for two very differently oriented elliptical paths 494 -frontal (FPE) and horizontal (HPE) -despite the various depth cues used in Experiment 1 (cf. 495 Figs.1A, B) . Third, on average, our subjects chose as most uniform a speed profile in which the 496 Euclidean speed at the least curved point was more than 1.5 times faster than that at the point of 497 greatest curvature. 498
Examining the different exponents chosen as most uniform for our ellipses and those 499 investigated in earlier literature (Viviani and Stucchi 1992; Levit-Binnun et al. 2006), we now 500 focus on the FPE of Experiment 1, as it was the most similar path to those investigated in this 501 earlier literature. There are three prominent differences between our experimental conditions and 502 those of the earlier literature. First, our stimulus was more natural and realistic, viewed with a 503 stereoscopic display together with perspective projection, lighting and shadow casting, all 504 enhancing the three-dimensionality of the scene. Second, our subjects were seated 6.25m from a 505 roughly 3.5m screen (diagonal measure), while subjects in earlier studies sat about 30cm away 506 from roughly 40cm screens. The viewing angle was therefore considerably different. Moreover, 507
the larger distance and screen size in Experiment 1 rendered any body movement negligible inaltering our subjects' viewing angles. In contrast, in the earlier studies subjects' head position 509 varied by up to 15 cm across a distance of about 30 cm from the 40 cm screen. 510
In pilot studies (not shown) we removed the various depth cues from the visual stimulus 511 traversing the FPE, while maintaining the viewing distance and viewing angles of Experiment 1. 512
The speed profiles selected by the subjects as most uniform remained virtually the same. 513
Therefore we hypothesized that the viewing distance or viewing angle appear to be the major 514 factors leading to the difference between our results and those of Viviani and Stucchi (1992) and 515
Levit-Binnun et al. (2006) for the FPE. Experiment 2 was designed to test this hypothesis as well 516 as to assess whether the main factor contributing to the difference is the viewing distance or the 517 viewing angle. 518
In Experiment 1, the FPE was viewed at a distance of 6250 mm from a 2690 × 2150 mm screen. 519
In Experiment 2 -where we showed subjects, who sat at different distances from the screen, a 520 small, white spot traversing a planar, elliptical path -one of the viewing distances was 878 mm 521 Another possibility is that the sensitivity of the visual system to noise in the experimental 553 conditions that prevailed in Experiments 1 and 2 contributed to the dissimilarity between the 554 results of the two experiments. But it was shown that noisy-looking scribbling-like trajectories 555 are perceived as most uniform for 's rather close to -⅓ (Viviani and Stucchi, 1992) and that, at 556 least for motion production, both white and correlated noise actually similarly contribute to the 557 two-thirds power law (Maoz et al. 2006) . Hence, it is hard to conceive of a noise type that would 558 shift closer to -⅓ for Experiment 1 and not for Experiment 2. Last, it is also unlikely that the 559 perspective projection -which we used to render the stimulus in Experiment 1, but was not used 560 in Experiment 2 -may have contributed to the different results between Experiments 1 and 2. 561 This is because the perspective projection has relatively little effect on the FPE in Experiment 1, 562 because it lies on a frontal plane. 563
Our results and the stereo-kinetic effect 564 Spatial constant equi-affine speed and motion perception 23
The long-known stereo-kinetic effect (or kinetic depth-effect) occurs when a planar object 565 rotates, and with it a shadow or an outline changes in a manner compatible with a rotation of a 566 3D object. This evokes an overall sensation of depth -i.e., of a 3D object rotating -with the 3D 567 interpretation overriding the planar one (Fisichelli, 1946; Wallach and O'Connell, 1953) . Under 568 appropriate conditions, even a single dot can evoke this effect ; 569
Mefferd Jr and Wieland, 1967; Ullman, 1979; Braunstein, 1962; von Hofsten, 1974) . This effect 570 might be claimed to play a role in our subjects' velocity judgment: Presented with a spot moving 571 along an ellipse, subjects may perceive it as a planar projection of a spot moving on a slanted 572 circle. If the spot were to traverse this slanted circle at constant Euclidean tangential speed, its 573 elliptical projection would progress at exactly constant equi-affine speed (see Viviani and 574 Stucchi, 1992). Could our subjects have selected the roughly constant equi-affine speed profiles 575 as most uniform on ellipses because they interpreted these stimuli as planar projections of 576 underlying 3D stimuli moving at a constant Euclidian velocity? 577
Perceiving an ellipse as a circle slanted in 3D would have given rise to different flatness cues 578 (e.g., accommodation, vergence, pixel size, etc.; Young et al., 1993) than those perceived by our 579 subjects, rendering this interpretation unlikely. Also, Viviani and Stucchi (1992) already 580 provided evidence against this claim, suggesting that this effect could not have explained why an 581 additional type of trajectories on which they tested their subjects -i.e., scribbling trajectories -582 were perceived as most uniformly traversed for 1/3. The 3D setup we used here provides 583 further evidence against the interpretation of our results as possibly stemming from the stereo-584 kinetic effect. Our stimuli included a more realistic 3D sphere than the stimuli of Viviani shadow would have traversed an elliptical path instead of the linear one it followed, the lighting 589 would be different, and the size of the ball, which is constant for frontal-plane movement, would 590 vary along a slanted plane, increasing when the ball was closer and decreasing when it was 591 farther away. The interpretation of the FPE stimulus of Figure 1A However, an arguably more-interesting and parsimonious explanation relies on non-Euclidean 685 geometry and focuses on the difference in distance between the subjects and the screen in our 686 two experiments. In vision, affine transformations are obtained when a planar object is rotated 687 and translated in space, and then projected onto the retina via parallel projection. This is a 688 particularly good model of the human visual system when the object is flat enough, and far away 689 from the eye (Pollick and Sapiro, 2009 ). Thus, in our study, the visual judgment of motion could 690 have been better approximated by affine transformations for the greater distances from the eye in 691
Experiment 1 in comparison with Experiment 2. If so, our subjects may have favored constant 692 affine speed as most uniform for the FPE and HPE, which is similar to the two-thirds power law 693 for an ellipse. And this could explain the nearly constant equi-affine speed profile that they 694 deemed to be most uniform for the FPE and HPE. As for the ellipses in Experiment 2, these were 695 viewed from closer up, and hence the projection would have been more polar and less parallel, 696 resulting in a speed profile that is not so close to the two-thirds power law. 697
A full account of our perceptual findings might, in fact, require a mixture of several geometries, 698 similarly to the case of movement production (Bennequin et al. 2009 ). In this case, the weight of 699 the affine geometry component could increase the farther the observers are from the object, thus 700 influencing the speed profile perceived as most uniform. If the human brain does use a 701 combination of geometries -Euclidean, equi-affine, affine and possibly even projective -to 702 plan, control and perceive movements, only a theory of movement production and perception 703 that correctly incorporates all these geometries will be broad enough to completely capture the 704 fine details of these processes. 705
Conclusions
706
We have examined the role of constant equi-affine speed as an invariant in planar and spatial 707 motion perception, generalizing the kinetic-visual illusion from two to three dimensions. Three-708 dimensional movement along spatial paths of different shapes appeared most uniform for speed 709 profiles that were generally closer to constant spatial equi-affine speed than to constant 710
Euclidean speed. We also demonstrated the specific impact of path torsion on the speed profilesselected as most uniform. However, the equi-affine framework does not account for all the 712 variability in the speed profiles selected as most uniform among paths of different shapes. In 713 addition, investigating the perception of motion along the more-extensively studied planar 714 elliptical paths, we established an effect of viewing distance on the speed profile reported as 715 most uniform. Interestingly, this effect was hardly present when uniformly scaling the paths on 716 the screen, which should result in a similar projection on the retina. 717
These results unlikely depend on a single more-mundane effect like screen resolution, perimeter, 718 flatness cues, or sensitivity and noise in the visual system, but it might possibly stem from the 719 right combination of these effects. Nevertheless, a much more exciting -and arguably plausible 720 -driving force for our results is the existence of non-Euclidean geometric invariants that 721 underlie both motion production and perception. In fact, our results cannot be explained only 722 within the framework of equi-affine geometry, and their full description may require a 723 combination of Euclidean, equi-affine, full-affine and even projective geometries. 
